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LionX

Decentralized Economy of Networks

1. What is LionX ?
LionX is an experiment in which to create a self sustaining
Decentralized Ecosystem of Networks. The main focus of this
community driven project is to create products, services, tools, and
resources around DeFi and the NFT standard. Organically Forming
free markets built around Utility.
This platform will create a space of collectively connected
communities through the empowerment of DeFi and NFTs. LionX
will seek to leverage Blockchain & Web3.0 to ultimately help the
merge of Traditional Industries/Markets becoming Digitized. LionX
is the Digital Motherland for Lions
2. What is LDA ?
The Lion Digital Alliance Token is a TRC20 Token running on the
Tron Blockchain. It’s Main uses case is the Utility & Governance of
the LionX ecosystem. In addition, The Native use cases evolves
alongside the LionX economy.
LDA will become a Cross chain/Multi-chained asset, opening the
Gates of additional opportunities not bound to one blockchain. As a
LDA Token holder you’re storing the value of the collectively
connected LionX ecosystem into one digitized Asset.
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3. What are the Tokenomics ?
Lion Digital Alliance Token has an initial supply that starts at 0 &
caps at 100,000,000.
No Tokens will be minted past the Capped amount.
-LDA is minted by interacting with the Jungle Smart contract.
The Mining difficulty rate starts at (1) TRX and increases by (1)
TRX every 5 million LDA minted.
-Token burn events are also integrated within the Tokenomics of
LDA. These events decreases the Supply, deflating the Max &
Circulating Supply of LDA .
-The Inflation rate is based on user activity & Mining Difficulty
Rate within The Jungle Contract.
4) LionDAO
The LionDAO is the official Decentralized Autonomous
Organization of the LionX Ecosystem.
The DAO is a foundation of Pride members vowed to protect the
Integrity of LionX’s Core values .
LDA is the Lifeline of this Economy, it’s used as voting power or
voting shares within native governance protocols integrated.
The Ultimate goal is to establish a Decentralized future of
immutable law, with minimal to no human interference. This helps
to keep the power in the hands of LDA holders.
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5) DeFi & NFTs
Decentralized Finance and the NFT standard is a vital part of the
LionX Ecosystem. We’re creating a space to host Communities built
around these (2) Categories.
DeFi & NFT‘s are seamlessly connected into the LionX ecosystem.
DeFi- (Jungle) Mine LDA + (Oasis) LDA Staking Pools
NFTs- (MafiaManes) intro into NFTfi +
(LionX NFT Store) Physically Redeemable NFTs +
(OneM1nd) Music NFTs
6) LionX Umbrella Project
The Main Focus of LionX Umbrella Projects are to add additional
Value to the LionX ecosystem. This value creation will come from
the productivity of Web3.0 Products, Services, Tools, & Resources.
LionX Umbrella Projects are Networks integrated into the LionX
ecosystem.
In the beginning phase of the integration process, These projects
will be advised & guided by the CoreX team.
7) LionX Wallet
The LionXeco Wallet will become a Truly Decentralized (1) Stop,
shop for LionX Native Utilities & Beyond .
This will give user’s access to all LionX integrations from (1)
application.
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